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Abstract 
 
95% of Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) patients develop cardiomyopathy, and 25% of 

those patients go on to develop end-stage of heart failure.  Our clinically relevant mouse model 

of DMD, called dko mice, also develops functional and histological indicators of heart failure.  

Regardless of the initial cause of heart failure, all pathways lead to the same end-stage markers 

of a failed heart.  Failed hearts are weak, fibrotic, and thin-walled due to a series of molecular 

and histological changes, together termed ventricular remodeling.  One of the known molecular 

changes that occurs in heart failure is the upregulation of matrix-metalloproteinases (MMPs), 

enzymes that can break down the support structure of the heart, the extracellular matrix (ECM).  

Using gelatin zymography, we show that the hearts of 10-week dko mice exhibit significantly 

more MMP activity than the hearts of age-matched wild-type mice.  Furthermore, western blot 

analysis shows that the inhibitors of MMP activity, called TIMPs, are significantly 

downregulated in 10-week dko hearts when compared to age-matched wild-type hearts.  This 

severe dysregulation leads to extensive fibrosis in the hearts of dko mice.  Our lab has previously 

reported another molecular change in the failed hearts of dko mice: a significant reduction in 

claudin-5 protein levels.  This reduction is also seen in 60% of human heart failure patients.  

Claudin-5 has been well-studied as a cell-cell tight junction protein at the blood-brain barrier, but 

this was the first time that it had been found in the heart.  Interestingly, claudin-5 is localized to 

the lateral membrane of the heart, where it may act as a cell-matrix junction protein.  We propose 

that claudin-5 anchors the cardiomyocytes to the ECM.  Using human embryonic kidney cells 

(HEK-293s), we compared the adhesion ability of cells that are transfected with claudin-5 to that 

of cells transfected with β-galactosidase.  It seems that claudin-5-transfected cells are better able 

to adhere to matrix components than are β-galactosidase-transfected cells.  In vivo, we have 
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established timelines of claudin-5 reduction and MMP upregulation in dko hearts.  We believe 

that these molecular changes are early steps in the remodeling process that leads to end-stage 

heart failure.  Through our studies, we are creating a fuller picture of the changes that lead to 

end-stage heart failure.  Our model also offers the ability to study heart failure in DMD 

pathology.  Understanding heart failure will lead to novel treatments for this disease that affects 

over 5 million Americans. 
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Chapter 1 

 Problem Statement 
The Rafael-Fortney lab studies Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) using a clinically relevant 

murine model that has both dystrophin and utrophin knocked out (dys
/-

/utr
-/- 

 ).  This model is a 

utrophin knockout on the naturally occurring mdx (dys
-/-

/ utr
+/+

) background.  In humans, a 

deletion or truncation of dystrophin is sufficient to cause DMD, but in mice, the homolog of 

dystrophin, called utrophin, greatly ameliorates the phenotype.  To more accurately study the 

phenotype of DMD in mice, we use dys
-/-

/utr
-/- 

 mice.  Because the mice have two genes knocked 

out, they are termed double knockouts (dko).  Like DMD patients, the dko mice exhibit a 

shortened life-span (~12 weeks vs. 2 years), severe muscle pathology, cardiomyopathy, and heart 

failure. The mdx mice develop cardiomyopathy, but they do not develop heart failure. In order to 

ascertain what the “switch” could be between cardiomyopathy and end stage heart failure, the lab 

performed a microarray comparing heart samples from mdx mice and dko mice.  They found that 

the protein claudin-5, never before known to be in the heart, is significantly reduced in the heart 

tissue of 10-week dko mice when compared to mdx and wild-type (also referred to as C57s) 

mice.   

 

They next wanted to determine whether this molecular change occurred in human heart failure.  

They found that claudin-5 protein levels are significantly reduced in 60% of human failed 

cardiac explant samples as compared to non-failing control heart samples.  The reduction is 

independent of the patients’ race, sex, age, or initial cause of heart failure, and independent of the 

levels of other cell junction proteins, suggesting a common pathway leading to heart failure.  

Additionally, claudin-5 is localized to the lateral membrane of cardiomyocytes; heretofore, the 
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only cell junction proteins that had been implicated in the pathogenesis of heart failure were 

localized to the intercalated discs of cardiomyocytes.  Because it is localized to the lateral 

membrane, and because it is significantly downregulated in both human and animal heart failure, 

we hypothesize that claudin-5 anchors the cardiomyocytes to the surrounding support structure, 

the extracellular matrix (ECM).  Using in vitro and in vivo techniques, I have been working to 

characterize the role of claudin-5 in the heart and in heart failure.  

 

In vitro, my project was to determine whether claudin-5 is capable of conferring binding ability 

between cardiomyocytes and the extracellular matrix.  In vivo, my project included not only 

claudin-5 studies, but also characterizing another molecular marker in the hearts of dko mice: 

matrix-metalloproteinases.  These molecules are known to be upregulated in human and other 

models of heart failure and are critical for breaking down the extracellular matrix during 

remodeling; we wished to know whether this was true in our dko mice so that we could begin to 

dissect the role of claudin-5 in remodeling.  Already we know that dko mice exhibit the same 

markers of end stage heart failure as other models: fibrosis, lack of β-adrenergic response, and 

reduced contractile function
5
.  If we found that dko mice have increased MMP activity in the 

heart, we would have further evidence that dkos can be used as a model for heart failure in 

general.  Finally, I wished to establish a timeline of both claudin-5 expression changes and 

matrix-metalloproteinases activity changes in each genotype, to gain insight into the 

pathogenesis of heart failure.  By comparing the timeline of claudin-5 expression changes to the 

timeline of matrix-metalloproteinase activity changes, I aimed to determine whether there is a 

correlation between these two molecular changes. 
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Literature Review 
 

Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD)   

Duchenne muscular dystrophy is a muscle degeneration disease in which patients’ skeletal 

muscle is replaced by fat and connective tissue. There are over thirty types of muscular 

dystrophy, each with varying degrees of severity, but all are progressive
10

.  DMD is a rapidly 

progressive form of muscular dystrophy.  Appearing in 1/3,600 male infants, DMD symptoms 

usually appear before age 6, while other forms may not present until middle age
9,10

.  DMD 

symptoms include fatigue, weakness, which generally begins in the legs and pelvis, difficulty 

with gross motor skills, frequent falls, rapidly worsening weakness, and progressive difficulty 

walking
9
.  Patients are generally wheel-chair bound by the age of twelve, and most do not 

survive past the age of twenty-five
9
.  The primary cause of mortality is respiratory infection 

when the patient’s diaphragm gives out.  If a patient cannot clear their lungs, they are at an 

increased risk for contracting respiratory infections.  
 

 

Some patients, however, do not die of respiratory muscle failure, but from end stage heart 

failure.  95% of DMD patients suffer from cardiomyopathy (damage directly in the heart tissue), 

and at least 25% of those patients currently die from heart failure
7
.  Though there are new gene 

therapy options in clinical trials to treat the skeletal muscle wasting, muscular dystrophy patients 

may continue to be afflicted by heart failure even if these treatments are effective.  Accordingly, 

one of our current goals is to study heart failure in dystrophin deficiency. 

 

Heart Structure and Function  

Cardiomyocytes are separated laterally by extracellular matrix (ECM), but end-to-end they are 

connected by specialized structures called intercalated discs.  The intercalated discs have several 
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types of cell-cell junctions: adherens junctions, desmosomes, and gap junctions.  These cell-cell 

junctions serve to mechanically support and ionically couple the cardiomyocytes.
15

  Previous 

studies have implicated the dysregulation of the proteins at intercalated discs as playing a role in 

cardiomyopathy.  However, we have shown that claudin-5, which is localized to the lateral 

membrane but not to the intercalated discs, is also likely involved in ventricular remodeling.
15

 

The ionic coupling offered by the gap junctions at intercalated discs is paramount to 

coordination, as it allows electrical signals to propagate throughout the heart.  The heart also 

requires substantial mechanical support because the cardiomyocytes are continuously 

contracting; thus, they are under more stress than non-contractile cells in the body. 
14

  The 

intercalated discs supply only a small portion of this.  The ECM, which adheres to the heart 

muscle cells at the lateral membrane, is the main provider of the requisite structural stability.   

 

The ECM is a protein complex found throughout the body, but the specific components of the 

ECM vary in different tissues.  In the heart, the ECM is primarily comprised of collagen and 

fibronectin.
2,12

  Collagen is the main stress-bearing component in the heart ECM.  It forms a 

branching network to surround bundles of cardiomyocytes, forming a stress-tolerant support 

system.
12

  In heart failure, however, the efficacy of this support system is dramatically reduced 

through a process called ventricular remodeling.  Dead cardiomyocytes are replaced by collagen 

scar tissue that has less cross-linking than the original collagen.
2
 This new, weaker collagen 

cannot give the remaining cardiomyocytes the support they need for strong contractions, making 

the heart unable to effectively supply the body with blood.  To compensate for the reduced 

pumping efficiency, the heart undergoes remodeling.  The ECM is broken down and the 

cardiomyocytes increase in size.  These changes result in an oversized, thin-walled heart.
8
 At a 
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certain threshold of function loss, the damaged heart is classified as a failed heart.  People living 

with heart failure have difficulty performing everyday tasks, such as walking up a flight of 

stairs.
1
   

 
MMPs  

For there to be room for the cardiomyocytes to expand during ventricular remodeling, the old 

collagen must be degraded.  This key step in the pathogenesis of cardiomyopathy is performed 

by matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs).  Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are a family of 

enzymes that are structurally and functionally related.
16,2

  The 23 MMPs are categorized into six 

subgroups based on domain similarities and substrate preference.  All MMPs have the ability to 

break down one or more component of the extracellular matrix (ECM), leading to some 

redundancy in substrate specificity.
2,4

  The collagenases (MMP-1, -8, -13) break down interstitial 

collagen, while the stromelysins (MMP-3, -10) degrade collagen-IV and fibronectin.  The 

membrane-type MMPs (numbers not found) are also capable of breaking down fibronectin, as 

well as gelatin and laminin. The gelatinases (MMP-2, -9), which also break down gelatin, are the 

most common form of MMPs. The matrilysins (MMP-7,-26) can digest several ECM 

components, and the heterogeneous subgroup MMPs (MMP-12, -19, -20, -21, -23, -27, -28) 

cleave elastin and aggrecan.
16

  Given their unique ability to degrade ECM components, MMPs 

are involved in many important biological processes, including collagen turnover, normal 

embryonic development, cell migration, wound healing, angiogenesis, tooth development, 

protein catabolism, and cervical dilation during childbirth.
16,4

   

 

Such important processes must be closely regulated.  MMPs are mainly regulated by another 

secreted protein, tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases (TIMPs).  The balance between MMPs 
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and TIMPs are essential to the control of the degradation of ECM proteins.
16

  MMP 

dysregulation is closely associated with tissue destruction seen in chronic inflammatory diseases, 

such as rheumatoid and osteoarthritis.
16

  It is also known to be involved with various disease 

states, including tumor invasion and metastasis, emphysema, arthritis, cirrhosis of the liver, and 

multiple sclerosis.
2,16

  Most importantly in this discussion, dysregulation of MMPs has been 

implicated in  myocardial infarctions, atherosclerosis, and heart failure.
16  

Previous studies have 

shown that MMP-2 and MMP-9 are upregulated in end-stage heart failure.
3,6

  Because TIMPS 

generally regulate MMP activity by forming 1:1 complexes, keeping the balance between the 

two is imperative. To prevent unwanted tissue degradation caused by perturbations in that 

balance, we must determine which MMPs and TIMPs are involved in specific disease processes.  

The study of MMPs in biological samples can contribute to the understanding of diseases that 

involve tissue destruction and possibly to the development of novel therapies.
16 

 

Claudin-5 

Claudin-5, part of the claudin gene family, has four transmembrane domains and two 

extracellular loops.  There are over twenty claudin protein isoforms.  The claudins are the main 

component of tight junctions, which maintain impermeable cell-cell barriers.
 11,15

  Though the 

gene family is quite large and the claudins are ubiquitously expressed in endothelial cells, 

claudin-5 is one of only two claudins expressed in the heart, and it is the only one highly 

expressed in the heart, indicating its importance in the heart.
8
 Claudin-5 has been well-studied as 

a cell-cell junction protein at the blood-brain barrier, but this is the first time claudin-5 has been 

characterized in the heart and the first time that a tight junction protein has been implicated in 

heart failure.
8,15
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As previously stated, dko mice exhibit heart failure, while the mdx mice do not.  It is important 

to note that utrophin loss in itself does not cause heart failure.  Dko mice expressing transgenic 

dystrophin (dys
+/+

/utr
-/-

) exhibit normal cardiac pathology and express claudin-5 levels 

comparable to wild-type controls.  Non-transgenic dkos, however, exhibit a three-fold decrease 

in claudin-5 mRNA levels.  This decrease was also demonstrated at the protein level by western 

blot (Figure 1) and immunofluorescence analysis.
15

  

 

 

 
 
Figure 1. Claudin-5 western blot analysis of whole heart homogenates from 10-week C57 (wild-type), mdx, 

and dko mice.  Wild-type and mdx mice express comparable, high levels of claudin-5 in heart tissue.  Dko mice 

have drastically reduced claudin-5 protein levels. The mdx mice do not exhibit heart failure; the dkos do exhibit 

heart failure.
15

 

 

 

We found that claudin-5 protein levels are significantly reduced in 60% of human explant 

samples as compared to non-failing control heart samples.  The reduction is independent of the 

patients’ race, sex, age, or initial cause of heart failure, and independent of the levels of other cell 

junction proteins.  In fact, ultrastructural analysis of dko hearts revealed that the lateral 

membranes of dko hearts are abnormal and appear to be wavy, but their intercalated discs are 

normal.
15 

Mdx  hearts show wild-type-like claudin-5 localization, with intact lateral membranes. 

Like dkos, mdx  hearts have normal intercalated discs (Figure 2).
15
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Figure 2.  Ultrastructural analysis of mdx and dko cardiomyocyte lateral membrane.  Analysis was 

performed on cardiac muscle sections from left ventricles.  Both mdx and dko hearts have intercalated discs 

that appear normal (asterisks); however, the dko hearts have lateral membranes that are less dense than mdx 

lateral membranes and appear wavy (arrows).  Bar: 1cm= 1.6µm (top panels) and 1cm= 285 nm (bottom 

panels). 
15

 

 

 

Claudin-5 downregulation is common in heart failure regardless of the underlying cause; this 

suggests that claudin-5 is involved in a common pathway leading to end-stage heart failure.
8
  It 

has been hypothesized that during ventricular remodeling, the cardiomyocytes somehow become 

unattached to the ECM, more collagen-I is deposited, the cardiomyocytes stretch out, and then 

the stretched-out cardiomyocytes reattach to the newly deposited collagen.  Because claudin-5 is 

localized to the lateral membrane and because it is downregulated in human and animal heart 

failure and because the lateral membranes in dko mouse hearts exhibit a lack of density, we 

hypothesize that claudin-5 may be the anchor between cardiomyocytes and the ECM.  By 

studying claudin-5 in the heart, we are characterizing a well-known junction protein in a novel 

role, contributing to a fuller understanding of the molecular pathways leading to heart failure.   

* * 
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Specific Aims 
Because the end-stage molecular and clinical features of heart failure, including the changes in 

collagen structure and levels, ventricular remodeling, enlarging of the heart, reduced cardiac 

function, and lack of β-adrenergic response are all present whether the heart failure is caused by 

DMD or other primary causes
8
, we hypothesize that the heart failure phenotype that dko mice 

exhibit can be used as a model for heart failure in general.  Furthermore, because claudin-5 is 

found at the lateral membrane of cardiomyocytes and because its downregulation is a common 

feature in human and animal heart failure, we hypothesize that claudin-5 confers ECM-binding 

ability to cardiomyocytes.  If claudin-5 is the anchor between the cardiomyocytes and the ECM, 

then its loss would allow the cardiomyocytes to detach from the surrounding ECM in order for 

remodeling to occur.  By combining in vivo studies of MMP activity in dko mice with in vitro 

studies of claudin-5’s ability to increase binding between cells and ECM components, we hope 

to create a full picture of the common pathway that allows remodeling to occur.   

 

Specific Aim 1: 

Determine whether MMP-2 and MMP-9 are upregulated in the hearts of dko mice. MMP-2 

and MMP-9 are known to be upregulated in other models of heart failure, but they have not been 

studied in dko heart failure.  Dko mice exhibit other molecular changes that are known to be 

hallmarks of heart failure, but MMP activity in their hearts has never been studied.   To further 

support this model’s ability to be used as a model for heart failure in general, we needed to 

determine whether the activity of MMP-2 and -9 was upregulated in the hearts of dko mice.  I 

did this by performing gelatin zymography.   
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Specific Aim 2: 

Determine whether claudin-5 is sufficient to confer increased ECM-binding ability. 

Claudin-5 is well-known for its role in the blood-brain barrier, where it forms cell-cell tight 

junctions.  It has never before been characterized in the heart or as a cell-ECM junction protein.  

To investigate its potential role as the anchor between cardiomyocytes and the ECM, we needed 

to determine whether claudin-5 is capable of conferring ECM-binding ability to cells.  I did this 

by transfecting human embryonic kidney cells (HEK-293s) with exogenous claudin-5 and then 

performing adhesion assays to compare the binding abilities of claudin-5-transfected and β-

galactosidase-transfected cells on various matrices.   
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Chapter 2  

Methods 

Genotyping 

Mice were maintained in the OSU Vivarium under an approved IACUC protocol.  At four weeks 

of age, less than 1cm of tail was obtained from the mouse pups.  Each tail was then digested in 

600μl of TNES buffer (100mM Tris-Cl pH 7.5; 400mMNaCl; 100mM EDTA; 0.6%  SDS) and 

17.5μl Proteinase K (20mg/ml) at 55°C overnight.  After incubation, 167μl of 6M NaCl was 

added, and the solution was vigorously shaken for 15s, then spun down at 14K RPM for 10min 

at RT.  The supernatant was removed and saved.  To the supernatant, an equal volume of cold 

95% ethanol was added, causing the DNA to precipitate.  The DNA was then collected on the tip 

of a Pasteur pipette and rinsed with 70% ethanol at RT.  The DNA was resuspended in ~400μl 

TE buffer (10mM Tris-Cl pH 8; 1mM EDTA) and stored at 4°C. 

 

DNA was used for the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to determine the presence of a wild-type  

or knockout utrophin allele. Per reaction the following reagents were used: 1.5μl 10x Standard 

PCR buffer, 1.2μl 2.5mM dNTPs, 0.3μl pu65, 0.3μl NeoR, 0.3μl Taq Polymerase, 11.7μl dH2O. 

(Primers described in Deconinck, et al. 1997 Cell). PCR was done in an Applied Biosystems 

Gene Amp PCR system 9700. 

 

To produce dko mice, we crossed mice on an mdx background that were heterozygous for 

utrophin (dys
-/-

/ utr
+/-

; hereafter referred to as “hets”).  Following a Mendelian mode of 

inheritance, each pup in the F1 generation has a 25% chance of being an mdx, a 25% chance of 

being a dko, and a 50% chance of being a het (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Punnett square of utrophin inheritance. Cross between a male mouse heterozygous for utrophin and a 

female mouse heterozygous for utrophin.  Because all of the mice are null for dystrophin, dystrophin was left out for 

clarity.  There is a 25% chance of producing an mdx pup, a 25% chance of producing a dko pup, and a 50% chance 

of producing a het pup. 

 

Gelatin Zymography 

Mouse hearts were homogenized in zymography protein buffer (100mM Tris-HCl pH 6.8; 

200mM NaCl; 100mM CaCl2; 1% Triton-X 100; 500µM Benzamidine; 0.25µl/µg Leupeptin).  

Samples were then quantitated using Beckman DU-64 spectrophotometer.  100 µg of total 

protein was loaded into each well and separated in a 10% SDS-Polyacrylamide gel plus gelatin 

via electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) at 150V.  (The gelatin serves as the substrate for the enzymatic 

activity of the MMPs).  The enzymes in the zymogram were then reactivated by an incubation in 

TX-100 solution (0.02% NaN3; 5mM CaCl2; 50mM Tris-HCl  pH8.8; 2.5% TX-100).  The 

incubation time ranged from two 15-minute incubations to two 45-minute incubations, 

depending on the size and the thickness of the gel.  The incubation in TX-100 solution was 

followed by a 15 minute incubation in development buffer (0.02% NaN3; 5mM CaCl2) at room 

temperature.  The zymograms were then incubated in development buffer overnight at 37°C.  

The following day, the zymograms were stained with Coomassie Blue (45% MeOH; 0.1% 

Coomassie Blue R-250; 10% Acetic Acid), and destained with destaining solution (for 1mm 

thick gels: 40% MeOH; 7% HAc; for .75 mm thick gels: 25% MeOH; 1% HAc).  The MMP-2 

pro-enzyme band is identified at 72 kDa, and the activated form is indentified at 66 kDa.  MMP-
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9 pro-enzyme is found at 92 kDa, while the active enzyme is found at 86 kDa.  All samples were 

run on gels alongside commercial standards of MMP-2 and MMP-9 (Calbiochem, Gibbstown, 

NJ) to confirm band identities.  Pictures were taken with KODAK 1D 3.6 software or a standard 

digital camera.  

In situ zymography 

Cryosections from heart tissue were fixed in acetone at -20°C for 10 minutes, then incubated for 

9 hours at 37°C with a solution of gelatin conjugated to Oregon Green 488 (Invitrogen Molecular 

Probes, Eugene, OR) (50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM CaCl2, 0.02% NaN3, 100 

μg/ml gelatin-Oregon Green 488), then washed 2x 5 minutes with 10 mM EDTA in PBS 

(without Ca2+ or Mg2+) to stop the gelatinase activity. Vectashield (Vector Labs, Burlingame, 

CA) containing 2 μg/ml DAPI (Sigma) was added to each slide. Fluorescence was viewed with a 

Nikon Eclipse 800 microscope (Nikon Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) with a SPOTRTslider digital 

camera and SPOT software (Diagnostic Instruments, Inc., Sterling Heights, MI).  

Western Blotting 

HEK-293s and mouse hearts were homogenized in Newcastle Buffer (75mM Tris, pH 6.8; 3.8% 

SDS; 4M Urea; 20% glycerol).  Equal volumes of protein homogenates were loaded into each 

well and separated via SDS-Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) at 120V, using a 

6% stacking gel and a 15% resolving gel.  Proteins were then transferred to a PVDF membrane 

(Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) at 80V for 30 min using a wet transfer apparatus (Bio-Rad).  To 

determine expression levels of claudin-5 protein, western analysis was carried out using either 

monoclonal or polyclonal antibodies.  Western blots were blocked with 5% milk in TBST 

(150mM NaCl; 10mM Tris, pH 8.0, 0.1% Tween-20) and then incubated with primary 

antibodies.  The polyclonal primary antibody was rabbit anti-claudin-5 (Zymed, San Francisco, 
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CA) diluted 1:500 dilution in TBST + 1% NGS for 2 h.  After washing, blots were incubated 

with horse radish peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch, West 

Grove, PA) diluted 1:10,000 in TBST + 1% NGS for 1 h.   

 

The monoclonal primary antibody was mouse anti-claudin-5 (Invitrogen) diluted 1:250 in TBST 

+ 1% NGS for 3 h.  After washing, blots were incubated for 2 h with horseradish peroxidase-

conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch) diluted 1:10,00 in TBST +1% NGS. 

 

The blots were then incubated in ECL substrate (ThermoScientific, Rockford, IL) for less than a 

minute, to allow the ECL to react with the horse-radish peroxidase to emit light.  The blots were 

then exposed to X-ray film.  The chemiluminescence from the reaction of the ECL and horse-

radish peroxidase caused bands to appear on the X-ray wherever there was antibody and, 

ostensibly, the protein of interest.  

Immunofluorescence 

HEK-293 cells placed on chamber slides were fixed with 100% ethanol and stored at -20 °C until 

immunofluorescence was performed.  The slides were brought to room temperature and 

equilibrated in dibasic potassium phosphate (143.2g/L), monobasic potassium phosphate 

(24.2g/L), and NaCl (9.35g/L) (KPBS).  Then the slides were blocked with KPBS + 1% gelatin, 

and rinsed in KPBS +0.2% gelatin (KPBSG).  The slides then were incubated in primary 

antibody for 3 h in a moist chamber: rabbit polyclonal anti-claudin-5 (Invitrogen) diluted 1:100 

in KPBSG + 1% normal goat serum (NGS).  After washes in KPBSG, the slides were incubated 

in a dark, moist chamber for 2 h with secondary antibody:  Alexa-Fluor-488 WGA (Invitrogen) 

diluted 1:200 in KPBSG + 1% NGS and Cy3 goat anti-rabbit IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch)  
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diluted 1:200 in KPBSG + 1% NGS.  After washes in KPBSG, vectashield with DAPI was 

added to stain the nuclei.  Pictures were taken using SPOT ADVANCED software and a Nikon 

Eclipse E800 microscope. 

Histology 

Cryosections from heart tissue were fixed in 100% ethanol for 30 s, then stained with 

hematoxylin and eosin using standard procedures.  

Transfections 

Prior to transfection, Human Embryonic Kidney (HEK)-293 cells were maintained with sterile 

mammalian cell culture technique.  Old Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) 

(Invitrogen) was removed and replaced with fresh DMEM every two days.  At ~60% confluency, 

(about every four days), cells were passed.  This was done by removing DMEM, followed by 

washing the cells in Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline Solution (DPBS) (Invitrogen).  The 

cells were then incubated at 37° C for 5 min in DPBS, which helps to loosen them from the cell 

culture flask.  This initial loosening was completed by either tapping on the flask or by scraping 

the cells with a cell scraper.  To this suspension, 8ml of DMEM was added.  0.4ml of the 

cell/DMEM/DPBS solution was then added to 16ml of DMEM and kept at 37°C. 

 

Transfections were done using a liposome-mediated method.  HEK-293 cells were grown in cell 

culture flasks to 80% confluency.  In our experience, this is an optimum survival-promoting 

density at which to transfect cells. The confluent cells were divided into two flasks, each 

containing the same amount of cell-medium suspension.  DMEM with 10% fetal bovine serum 

(FBS) and 1% Penicillin-Streptomycin (P/S) (Invitrogen) were used.  The liposome solution was 

prepared using FuGene (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) in serum-free DMEM.  The DNA-liposome 
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micelles were prepared with 1µg/ml of either CMV-claudin-5 or CMV-β-galactosidase plasmid.  

After the solution containing the micelles was added to the equal aliquots of cells, the cells were 

incubated for 1 h at 37 °C.   Then, the transfected cells were aliquotted into the wells of the cell 

culture plates.   

 

Several other parameters were tried to optimize the assay, including using Xfect, rather than 

FuGene, transfecting reagent (Clontech, Takara Bio Inc., Madison, WI), cell culture plates with 

and without a baseline proprietary cell-culture treatment, and different sized wells.  However, in 

all transfections, each well was coated with various ECM components: either matrigel, laminin, 

fibronecton, collagen, (all from BD BioSciences, Bedford, MA) poly-L-lysine (Sigma, St. Louis, 

MO), tenascin-C (Millipore, Billerica, MA), or no coat.  Matrigel is a proprietary mixture of 

ECM components, more like the heterogeneous environment found in the body than the isolated 

matrix components that coat the other wells.  Laminin is part of the basement membrane of the 

heart.  Fibronectin and collagen are the primary components of the ECM in the heart.  Poly-L-

lysine served as the positive control; it carries a strong positive charge, so cells are expected to 

readily and non-specifically adhere to it.  Tenascin-C is an extracellular matrix glycoprotein that 

is present in developing embryos of vertebrates, and in healing wounds.  The well with no coat 

served as a baseline comparison for cell adhesion ability.   

 

After 24 h, the confluency was determined by performing direct counts of the cells.  Because 

each well was equally plated, confluency corresponds to adhesion ability.  The medium was 

collected for analysis of unadhered cells.  The adhered cells were removed via a 10 min 

incubation at 37 °C in 0.25% trypsin (Invitrogen).  1.5 ml DMEM containing 10% FBS and 1 % 
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P/S was added.  50 µl from each well was placed on a chamber slide and incubated at 37 °C for 

24 h to allow adhesion to the slide and were used for either IF or the β-galactosidase assay.  The 

remaining cells were stored at -20 °C until homogenized for western blots.   

β-galactosidase Assay 

48 hours after transfection, the HEK-293 cells were washed in DPBS with Calcium and 

Magnesium.  The cells were then fixed in 0.5% gluteraldehyde in DPBS without Calcium and 

Magnesium for 10 min.  The fixing was followed by (2) 10 min washes in 0.05mM MgCl2 

solution in DPBS. Then cells were incubated in 1x X-Gal solution in DPBS overnight at 37° C.  

The blue cells, which indicate successful transfection, were directly counted. 

Correlation Studies 

Sections of 15 mouse hearts were H&E stained and pictures were taken with a Nikon Eclipse 

800.  Each section was visually scored on a scale from 0-3. A score of 0 indicates that there is no 

fibrosis present.  A score of 1 indicates the presence of minimal fibrosis, 2 indicates more 

fibrosis than a score of 1, but the heart is still mostly cardiomyocytes, and a score of 3 indicates 

that the heart has extensive fibrotic damage.  The TIMP levels and MMP activity in the hearts of 

the same mice that were used for the fibrosis scoring were scored using the statistical analysis 

described below.  
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Statistical Analysis 
 

Genotypic comparisons of enzymatic activity (zymography), protein levels (western blots), and 

fibrosis scores were made using ANOVA followed by post-hoc t-test analysis (where 

applicable).  Two-tailed p values of less than 0.05 were considered significant.  Due to gel-to-gel 

variability in zymography, only gels with at least two genotypes of mice represented were used 

for statistical analysis.  From these gels, an average value of all MMP-2 or MMP-9 bands (with 

proenzyme and activated enzyme bands considered separately) was calculated by inverse 

densitometry.  Then, the bands for each sample were divided by the average value for that gel to 

give a relative value of activity per sample in the gel.  Therefore, bands with less than average 

intensity have values below 1.0 while those with greater than average intensity have values 

above 1.0.  These values were then able to be compared to bands on other gels. ANOVA was 

then performed on these relative values as described above.  
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Chapter 3: Results  

Dko mice display markers of ventricular remodeling 
 

At 10-weeks, the hearts of dko mice exhibit significantly higher MMP-2 and MMP-9 activity than 

the hearts of age-matched mdx and wild-type mice.  

 

Hearts were collected from 10-week mice and homogenized in TX-100 for zymography use.  

Because MMP-2 and MMP-9 are known to be upregulated
16

 in human heart failure, and because 

heart failure from diverse etiologies seem to have a common pathway that ends in end-stage 

heart failure, we hypothesized that dko mice would demonstrate higher MMP-2 and MMP-9 

activity in the heart when compared to age-matched control and mdx mice.  Analysis via gelatin 

zymography confirmed this (Figure 4).  Additionally, we found that the inhibitors of MMPs, 

TIMP-1 and TIMP-2, are downregulated in the hearts of dko mice.  TIMP-1 is expressed at low 

levels in all genotypes, and TIMP-2 expression is significantly downregulated in the hearts of 

dko mice when compared to control and mdx mice (Figure 5).   

 

 
Figure 4. Zymogram of heart samples from 10-week mice.  Whole heart homogenates from wild-type, mdx, 

and dko mice were used for gelatin zymography alongside MMP standards.  Analysis reveals that the hearts 

of dko mice exhibit significantly higher levels of MMP-2 and MMP-9 activity.  White bands indicate MMP 

enzymatic activity.   
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Figure 5. TIMP-2 monoclonal western blot of 10-week mice. Whole heart homogenates from wild-type, mdx, 

and dko mice were used for western blot analysis.  a) 5 min exposure. b) 20 min exposure.  Wild-type mice 

(C57) express significantly higher TIMP-2 levels in the heart than both mdx and dko do, but mdx hearts 

express levels of TIMP-2 between the levels expressed by wild-type mice and dko mice.  Not until the blot is 

overexposed do the dko heart samples reveal any TIMP-2.  (Blot done by Kevin Schill, figure made by Dawn 

Delfin for use in the manuscript “Loss of regulation of cardiac matrix metalloproteinases-2 and -9 in 

dystrophin/utrophin-deficient mice with muscular dystrophy, cardiomyopathy and heart failure"). 

 

  

 
Figure 6.  Quantitation of MMP-9, MMP-2, TIMP-1, and TIMP-2 in the hearts of wild-type (C57), mdx, and 

dko mice.  The hearts of dko mice exhibit significantly higher MMP-9 and MMP-2 activity levels when 

compared to age-matched wild-type and mdx mice.  Additionally, dko expression of TIMP-2 in the heart is 

significantly lower than both wild-type and mdx expression of TIMP-2.  Taken together, these data show that 

MMP activity in dko hearts is severely dysregulated. (*p<.05; **p<.01) (Statistics done by Paul Janssen, 

figure made by Dawn Delfin for use in the manuscript “Loss of regulation”). 
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MMP-2 and -9 colocalize to areas with markers of cardiac damage. 

 

 

Serial sections of C57, mdx, and dko hearts were used for in situ zymography, H&E staining, and 

collagen-I immunofluorescence.  In situ zymography, like gelatin zymography, shows that MMP 

activity is higher in dko hearts than in either mdx or wild-type hearts (Figure 7a).  The MMP 

activity revealed by in situ zymography colocalizes with fibrosis, which can be seen via H&E 

staining (Figure 7b).  The increased MMP activity and fibrosis colocalize to collagen-I 

deposition (Figure 7c).  Collagen-I is the most abundant protein in the ECM of a normal heart 

(80% of ECM)
12

, and is known to be dysregulated in heart failure.  Immunofluorescence using 

anti-collagen-I antibody confirms that the fibrosis is due to the deposition of collagen-I.  It can 

be seen that the hearts of mdx and dko mice have more collagen-I than the hearts of wild-type 

mice. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 7.  Serial sections of wild-type, mdx,  and dko mouse hearts showing that MMP activity colocalizes 

with markers of cardiac damage. (a) In situ zymography using Oregon Green-488 reveals that the hearts of 
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dko mice exhibit higher MMP activity than either mdx or wild-type hearts.  This finding supports the gelatin 

zymography data.  (b)H&E staining of heart sections shows that fibrosis occurs in the same area as the 

upregulation MMP activity.  (c)Immunofluorescence using anti-collagen-I illustrates that collagen-I is 

upregulated in damaged hearts, as there is more in dko and mdx hearts than in wild-type hearts, and that 

collagen-I makes up the fibrotic tissue.  (Data generated and figure made by Dawn Delfin, from the 

manuscript “Loss of regulation”). 

 

Comparing fibrosis, MMP activity, and TIMP-2 protein levels 
 

The trends across genotypes hold true for individual10-week mice 

 

We found that each genotype exhibits certain trends concerning molecular changes in the heart. 

The hearts of 10-week dko mice exhibit high MMP activity, low TIMP expression, and 

significantly higher amounts of fibrosis when compared to the hearts of age-matched wild-type 

mice.  Hearts of 10-week mdx mice exhibit intermediate MMP activity and TIMP protein levels, 

falling between the amounts seen in dko hearts and wild-type hearts.  The amount of fibrosis in 

the hearts of mdx mice is more variable than in dko mice, ranging from no fibrosis to some 

fibrosis.  The typical mdx heart has less fibrosis than the typical dko heart.  The hearts of 10-

week wild-type mice exhibit significantly less fibrosis than the hearts of 10-week dko mice, 

TIMP-2 activity that is significantly higher than exhibited in either dko and mdx hearts, and 

MMP activity that is significantly lower than seen in either mdx  or dko hearts.   

 

We wanted to know whether these trends were true on an individual basis.  We knew anecdotally 

that hearts of 10-week dko mice are highly fibrotic, age-matched mdx hearts are mildly fibrotic, 

and hearts of wild-type mice are not fibrotic.  To quantify this, I visually scored the amount of 

fibrosis seen in transverse sections of mouse hearts.  Scores ranged from 0 to 3 (see methods) 

The average score of wild-type hearts is 0.  The average score of mdx hearts is 1, and the average 

score of dko hearts is 1.8 (Figure 8).  The difference between wild-type hearts and dko hearts is 
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significant.  After scoring the amount of fibrosis in each section, I looked at western blots of 

TIMP-2 levels that had been done using heart tissue from the same mice.  I found that, as the 

genotypic trends predict, so the individual mice go.  

 

 
 

 

Figure 8.  Average fibrosis scores for 10-week hearts of wild-type, mdx, and dko mice.  The hearts of wild-

type mice exhibit no fibrosis, mdx mice have some fibrosis in their hearts, and the hearts of dko mice are 

highly fibrotic.  There is not a significant difference between the fibrosis seen in mdx hearts and wild-type 

hearts or between mdx and dko hearts, but there is a significant difference between the amount of fibrosis in 

wild-type hearts and dko hearts (*p < .01). 

 

A representative 10-week wild-type mouse heart showed no fibrosis, earning it a score of zero 

(0) (Figure 9a, left), high TIMP-2 expression (Figure 9b, arrow), and low MMP activity levels 

(Figure 9c.2, arrow).  A representative 10-week dko mouse heart showed high fibrosis, earning it 

a score of three (3) (Figure 9a, right), low TIMP-2 expression, (Figure 9b, arrow), and high 

MMP activity levels (Figure 9c.1, arrow).   

 

The 10-week mdx mice were a little more variable.  Some of the mdx hearts showed no fibrosis 

(score of 0), but those hearts also expressed high levels of TIMP-2, with varying MMP activity.  

Other mdx hearts showed some fibrosis (scores of 1 or 2).  These hearts expressed intermediate 

levels of TIMP-2 expression and MMP activity, but the TIMP:MMP ratio correlated with the 

* 
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amount of fibrosis present in the heart.  For example, the heart of mdx-1 has no fibrosis, earning 

it a score of zero (0) (Figure 9a, middle left), TIMP-2 levels comparable to wild-type (Figure 9b, 

arrow), and MMP activity comparable to wild-type (Figure 9c.1 and 9c.2, arrows).  The heart of 

mdx-2, on the other hand, has more fibrosis than the hearts of either mdx-1 or the wild-type 

mouse, but less fibrosis than the dko mouse heart.  Mdx-2 has a fibrosis score of two (2) (Figure 

9a, middle right), no TIMP-2 expression (Figure 9b, arrow), similar to dkos, and MMP activity 

between that seen in the dko and that seen in the wild-type and mdx-1 (Figure 9c.1, arrow).  
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(a)   

 

  (b)  

(c.1)  

(c.2)  
Figure 9. Representative fibrosis, TIMP-2, and MMP-2, and -9 data from the hearts of 10-week mice of each 

genotype.  The trends seen across the genotypes holds true in individual mice.  (a) H&E stained transverse 

heart sections from 10-week wild-type, mdx, and dko mice.  10-week wild-type mice exhibit no fibrosis, 10-

week mdx mice have a range of fibrosis, and 10-week dko mice have extensive amounts of fibrotic damage.  

(b) Monoclonal TIMP-2 western blot of whole-heart homogenate from 10-week wild-type, mdx, and dko mice.  

The same wild-type (C57) mouse that exhibits no fibrosis in (a) has high TIMP-2 expression.  Mdx-1, which 

also has no fibrosis, expresses TIMP-2 at levels comparable to the wild-type mice.  Mdx-2, which exhibits 

some fibrosis, expresses no TIMP-2. The same dko mouse that exhibits high levels of fibrosis in (a) expresses 

no TIMP-2.  (c) Gelatin zymography using whole heart homogenate from 10-week wild-type, mdx, and dko 

mice.  White bands indicate MMP activity.  (c.1) The same dko mouse that has large amounts of fibrotic 

tissue in the heart and low TIMP-2 expression in the heart also shows high levels of MMP-2 in the heart.  

Mdx-2, shows lower MMP-2 activity than the dko, but more MMP-2 than mdx-1.  Mdx-1, which has low 

fibrosis and high TIMP-2 expression shows lower MMP-2 activity than either the dko or mdx-2.  (c.2)  Mdx-2 

shows more MMP-9 activity than the wild-type mouse.  The wild-type mouse, which has no fibrosis and high 

levels of TIMP-2 expression also shows low MMP-2 activity. 

 

C57 mdx-1 mdx-2 dko 

37 kDa 

25 kDa 

C57 
mdx-1 mdx-2 dko 

mdx-2 C57 

dko mdx-2 mdx-1 
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A potential role of claudin-5 in ventricular remodeling 
 

Transfected HEK-293s express claudin-5 

 

Human embryonic kidney cells were grown in cell culture flasks to 80% confluency.  The cells 

were transfected either with a claudin-5 expression cassette contained in a pAAV-expression 

vector with a CMV promoter or with β-galactosidase pCMV.  β-galactosidase served a dual 

purpose: as a negative control and as a reporter gene to indicate transfection efficiency.  The 

cells were harvested 24 h after transfection.  To determine whether the cells were expressing 

claudin-5 protein, western blot analysis was performed using both polyclonal and monoclonal 

antibodies specific for claudin-5.  As hypothesized, the analysis revealed that the cells 

transfected with β-galactosidase did not express claudin-5, whereas the claudin-5- transfected 

cells express claudin-5 in high levels (Figure 10).  

 

 
 
Figure 10. Claudin-5 western blot of HEK-293 homogenates.  Probing with a rabbit polyclonal anti-claudin-5 

antibody reveals that the cell express claudin-5 after transfection with claudin-5 DNA (C1, C2, C3, C4).  Cells 

transfected with β-galactosidase (β1, β2, β3) do not express claudin-5. 

 

 

Claudin-5 is localized to the cell membrane 

 

 

Immunofluorescence was performed on the HEK-293s mounted on slides to determine 

localization of claudin-5 expression.  In vivo, claudin-5 is found at the lateral membrane of 

cardiomyocytes.  For claudin-5 to act as an anchor between the HEK-293s and the matrices, as 

we hypothesize, it must be localized at the cell membrane.   
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Immunofluorescence analysis revealed that the claudin-5 is likely localized to the cell-membrane 

(Figure 11c), as it is not localized to the nucleus or in the cytoplasm.  Thus, it is a good candidate 

to act as an anchor between cardiomyocytes and the ECM.   

 

 
 
Figure 11.  Immunofluorescence of claudin-5-transfected HEK-293s.  (a) Alexa-488 WGA shows the cell 

membrane.  (b) DAPI reveals intact nuclei; thus, the cells are viable.  (c) Cy 3 reveals that the transfected cells 

express claudin-5. (d) In the merged images, it appears that the claudin-5 is localized to the cell membrane, 

meaning claudin-5 is a candidate for the anchor between the cardiomyocytes and the ECM. (e) Black and 

white image of the Cy 3, showing claudin-5 expression. 

 

Claudin-5 may enhance HEK-293 ability to bind to matrix plates 

 

 

Several different parameters were tested throughout the troubleshooting phase of this 

experiment, including presence or absence of a baseline negatively charged propriety coat 

underneath the ECM components, different sized wells, transfecting the cells before or after 

plating them, harvesting the cells at 24 or 48 hours, and two different transfection reagents.  

Though it is difficult to compare the results from each trial, there is a general trend that claudin-

5-transfected cells exhibited an enhanced ability to adhere to the ECM components when 
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compared to β-galactosidase-transfected cells, as determined by the difference in confluency 

between the two groups.  Three representative trials are shown here (Figure 12).  In all three 

trials there was no difference between the two groups’ ability to adhere to the well without an 

ECM component.  In experiment 1, there was a 33% difference in confluency between claudin-5 

and β-galactosidase-transfected cells on the collagen, a 23% difference on the fibronectin, and a 

5% difference on the matrigel.  In experiment 2, there was a 25% difference between the two 

transfection groups on the collagen, no difference on the fibronectin, and a 12% difference on the 

matrigel.  In experiment 3, there was a 30% difference between the claudin-5 and β-

galactosidase-transfected cells on the collagen, a 20% difference on the fibronectin, and a 20% 

difference on the matrigel.  These data suggest that claudin-5 is still a viable candidate for the 

anchor between the cardiomyocytes and the ECM, as it does appear to confer ECM-binding 

ability to cells.   

 

  
 
Figure 12.  Increases in the percentage of cell confluence on 3 different matrix coatings in HEK-293 cells 

transfected with a claudin-5 expression vector compared to the control group (β-galactosidase-transfected 

cells).  This data supports that claudin-5 causes increased cellular binding to ECM components.  No increase 

in the low cellular confluence on uncoated cell culture wells (<10%) resulted from claudin-5 expression.  

However, large increases in % confluences were observed due to claudin-5 expression on collagen, with 
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smaller differences on fibronectin observed for 2 out of the 3 experiments.  Matrigel, which contains an 

optimized mixture for cellular binding showed the highest binding in both groups, and the lowest claudin-5 

related increases.   Each of the 3 experiments were performed in duplicate. 

 

 

Claudin-5 protein expression correlates to disease progression. 

 

 

Previously, we have used 10-week mice because we know that by 10 weeks, dko mice are 

exhibiting several hallmarks of heart failure: reduced cardiac muscle contractile force, a negative 

force-frequency relationship,
5
 lack of β-adrenergic response, severe fibrosis, and they die soon 

after 10 weeks of age from their skeletal muscle abnormalities.
13

  We hypothesized that the 

expression of claudin-5 protein in dko hearts would either be lower than the expression in wild-

type mice from birth, or that the expression of claudin-5 protein in dko hearts would decrease 

over time.  Western blot analysis reveals that at 6 weeks of age, the hearts of dko mice have 

claudin-5 protein levels comparable to 10-week wild-type mice, at 8 weeks of age, dko mice 

begin to express reduced levels of claudin-5 in the heart, and at 10-weeks, claudin-5 is almost 

completely lacking; α-sarcomeric actin, which was used as a normalization standard, is present in 

the 10-week dko heart tissue (Figure 13a).  Conversely, MMP-2 activity begins to be upregulated 

at 8 weeks and is significantly higher than age-matched wild-type mice at 10 weeks (Figure 13b).  

These findings correlate to our previous findings that by 10 weeks of age, dko mice exhibit 

severe fibrosis and have reduced cardiac function. Claudin-5 expression in mdx hearts, however, 

is comparable to wild-type expression at all ages (Figure 14).   
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      (a)  (b)  

 

 

Figure 13. Timelines of cardiac changes in dko mice.  (a) Timeline of claudin-5 protein expression in the 

hearts of dko mice.  Monoclonal western blotting reveals that at 6 weeks of age,  heart tissue of dko mice has 

claudin-5 levels comparable to levels seen in 10-week wild-type mice.  At 8-weeks, dko hearts begin to exhibit 

a reduced expression of claudin-5 protein, and by 10-weeks, claudin-5 protein is almost completely lacking in 

dko hearts.  (b) Gelatin zymography showing the timeline of MMP-2 activity in the hearts of dko mice.  At six 

weeks, it appears that MMP-2 activity is comparable to wild-type levels.  At 8 weeks, the MMP activity is 

beginning to be upregulated, and by 10 weeks, we know that MMP activity in the hearts of dkos is 

significantly higher than in wild-type mice. 

 
 

Figure 14.  Timeline of claudin-5 protein expression in the hearts of mdx mice.  Monoclonal western blot 

analysis shows that claudin-5 protein expression remains constant from 4 weeks of age to 10 weeks of age.  At 

all ages, mdx hearts express claudin-5 at levels comparable to 10-week wild-type mouse hearts. 
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 Discussion 
 

In this report, we give further evidence that dko mice are a good model of heart failure in 

general. MMP-2 and -9 activity is significantly higher in the hearts of 10-week dko mice than in 

age-matched wild-type and mdx hearts.  Furthermore, we show that TIMPs are not regulating 

MMP activity in dko hearts. TIMP-1 is low in the hearts of wild-type, mdx, and dko mice (Figure 

6).  Thus, it is likely not the main inhibitor in the heart.  TIMP-2, however, is expressed in 10-

week wild-type hearts and is significantly downregulated in 10-week dko and mdx hearts. With a 

significant upregulation in MMP activity and a significant downregulation in TIMP expression, 

it is clear that MMP activity is severely dysregulated in the hearts of 10-week dko mice.  TIMPs 

and MMPs form 1:1 complexes in vivo.
16

  Without this inhibition, MMP-2 and MMP-9 are able 

to contribute to extensive scarring, as demonstrated by in situ zymography and supported by 

immunofluorescence.  Our studies of claudin-5 in this model will likely provide new insight into 

the majority of the heart failure patient population, as at least 60% of heart failure patients 

exhibit a significant reduction in claudin-5 protein levels. 

 

This molecular change, which is known to occur in other animal models of heart failure and in 

human heart failure
16

 , together with our previously reported histological and physiological 

indicators of heart failure seen in dko mice, shows that heart failure can be studied using specific 

genetic models in addition to the mechanical models that have traditionally been used.   

 

Next, we show that the trends seen across the genotypes hold true for individual mice.  The 

hearts of 10-week wild-type mice exhibit significantly higher TIMP-2 protein levels and 

significantly lower MMP-2 and -9 activity than the hearts of dko mice.  This combination 
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explains the significantly lower amount of fibrosis seen in the wild-type hearts when compared 

to age-matched dko hearts.  The mdx mice show more variation within the genotype than either 

of the other two genotypes.  Even so, the amount of fibrosis seen in an mdx heart can be 

explained by the TIMP:MMP ratio.  There are two mdx hearts that exhibited MMP activity 

comparable to that seen in dkos, but higher TIMP-2 expression than seen in dkos.  The MMP 

activity in these hearts was not as tightly regulated as seen in wild-type hearts, which have no 

fibrosis, but more regulated than in dko hearts.  These two hearts had minimal to some fibrosis.    

There was another mdx heart that had no fibrosis, high TIMP-2 expression, and low MMP 

activity, similar to a wild-type heart.  Yet another mdx heart exhibited lots of fibrosis, no TIMP-2 

expression, and MMP-2 and-9 activity comparable to a dko heart.   

 

We also show in this report that claudin-5 is a good candidate for the anchor between 

cardiomyocytes and the ECM.  First, the claudin-5-transfected HEK-293s are able to express 

claudin-5.  β-galactosidase-transfected cells, on the other hand, do not express claudin-5, 

showing that any detected claudin-5 protein is solely from the exogenous claudin-5 plasmid.  Not 

only do HEK-293s serve as a null background for claudin-5 expression, but they also lack 

intrinsic anchors.  They are easily dislodged from cell culture flasks via a 5 min incubation in a 

phosphate buffered saline solution followed by tapping on the flask.  Thus, the higher adhesion 

ability observed in claudin-5-transfected cells when compared to β- galactosidase-transfected 

cells is likely due to enhanced adhesion from the exogenous claudin-5 and not due to deleterious 

effects on adhesion from the β-galactosidase.   
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In one of the iterations (not included in Figure 12), the transfection efficiency for claudin-5 

varied between wells.  Interestingly, the cells that did not express claudin-5 (those plated on the 

matrigel and the poly-L-lysine) were less able to bind to the matrix plate than the cells that did 

express claudin-5.  The cells in both the matrigel and the poly-L-lysine wells were only 30% 

confluent, compared to 60%-90% confluency seen in all of the other wells with claudin-5-

transfected cells and 10%-60% confluency seen in the β-galactosidase-transfected cells.  Thus, 

low confluency does seem to correlate with low (or no) claudin-5 protein levels.  Moreover, the 

homogenates from the unadhered claudin-5-transfected cells did not express claudin-5.  Taken 

together, these data strongly suggest that claudin-5 confers adhesion ability to HEK-293s, 

making it possible that claudin-5 plays the same role in cardiomyocytes. 

 

The adhesion data suggest that collagen has the strongest interaction with claudin-5, as it showed 

the biggest difference in adhesion ability between claudin-5-transfected cells and β-

galactosidase-transfected cells (Figure 12).  The next strongest interaction is with fibronectin.  

Claudin-5’s seeming preference for collagen and fibronectin offers further support to our 

hypothesis that claudin-5 is the anchor between cardiomyocytes and ECM, as collagen and 

fibronectin are the primary components of the heart ECM.   

 

As promising as these data are, they are only suggestive.  Despite the high difference in adhesion 

between claudin-5 and β-galactosidase-transfected cells, the transfection efficiency was 

consistently low.  However, claudin-5 did appear in immunofluorescence and western analyses. 

Thus, claudin-5 is being expressed and is likely responsible for the differential adhesion as 

previously discussed.  Now that I have established a valid adhesion assay, we are using lower 
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passage HEK-293s that show improved transfection efficiency of over 90%. It is possible that 

the difference in adhesion between the two treatment groups will be even more substantial with 

this higher transfection efficiency. 

 

Lastly, we show via western blot analysis that claudin-5 protein levels decrease from wild-type 

levels in 6-week dko mice to almost no claudin-5 in 10-week mice.  On the other hand, claudin-5 

protein levels appear to remain constant from 4 weeks of age to 10 weeks of age in mdx mice.  In 

humans, the reduction in claudin-5 protein levels was independent of age; this is likely still true 

in dko mice.  Though it appears that claudin-5 expression decreases with age in dko mice, it must 

be noted that they mice are on a homogenous, inbred genetic background.  Thus, it is highly 

likely that all of the dko mice share a similar timeline of disease progression.   

 

We would next like to establish timelines of MMP-2 and-9 activity and TIMP-2 expression.  

Preliminarily, it appears that in the hearts of dko mice, MMP activity goes up over time in an 

opposite manner from claudin-5.  At 6 weeks of age, MMP activity is comparable to wild-type 

activity, at 8 weeks of age MMP activity begins to be upregulated, and by 10 weeks, MMP 

activity is significantly higher when compared age-matched wild-type mice.  However, these 

results must be confirmed.  In our duplications of the experiment, it became clear that samples 

that have been freeze-thawed are not reliable.  We are currently collecting more samples to carry 

out the analysis.  We hypothesize that MMP-2 and -9 activity will increase with age in dko hearts 

and remain constant in wild-type hearts.   
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With a detailed timeline, we will be able to create a fuller picture of the remodeling process that 

goes on leading up to and during end-stage heart failure.  We hypothesize that MMP 

upregulation and claudin-5 downregulation are early steps in the process.  Though some steps 

may occur simultaneously, our proposed scheme for ventricular remodeling is a downregulation 

of TIMP-2 in the heart after an initial insult to the cardiomyocytes, followed by a reduction in the 

protein levels of claudin-5, allowing the cardiomyocytes to detach from the surrounding ECM.  

The cardiomyocytes then stretch out, claudin-5 expression returns to normal levels, MMP 

activity returns to normal levels, and new collagen is deposited.  With weaker collagen, the 

hearts support system is compromised, leading to more remodeling in the body’s attempt to 

compensate for reduced pumping efficiency. 

 

Future Directions 
 

We are now interested in knowing whether other models of muscular dystrophy, such as golden 

retriever muscular dystrophy and delta-sarcoglycan knockout model of Limb Girdle Muscular 

Dystrophy and cardiomyopathy also exhibit an upregulation of MMP-2 and-9, and if so, whether 

that upregulation is accompanied by TIMP-2 downregulation and claudin-5 reduction.  We also 

wish to establish a timeline of when the MMPs are upregulated in the hearts of dko mice or if 

they are upregulated when compared to wild-type at all ages, and we wish to determine whether 

MMP-2 and-9 interact with claudin-5 in the heart.  

 

For transfections, plans for future studies include creating stable claudin-5-expressing cells lines.  

This will eliminate the variability that is unavoidable when performing multiple transient 

transfections.  Ultimately, we will analyze primary cardiomyocytes from claudin-5 positive mice 
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(wild-type) and claudin-5 negative mice (dko), so that we can examine adhesion of heart cells to 

various matrix components.  We hypothesize that cardiomyocytes from wild-type mice will be 

better able to adhere to the matrices than will the dko cardiomyocytes.  

 

We wish to know, too, whether claudin-5 reduction is sufficient to cause heart failure.  We are 

currently breeding a line of inducible cardiomyocyte-specific claudin-5 knockouts.  This will 

replicate adult-onset heart failure and will allow us to determine whether claudin-5 reduction is 

sufficient to cause heart failure.  If claudin-5 is truly the anchor between cardiomyocytes and the 

ECM, then losing that mechanical support will be an unsustainable insult to the integrity of the 

heart, triggering the pathway leading to end-stage heart failure.  With the loss of mechanical 

support, the body should deposit more collagen, which leads to scarring and a further loss of 

mechanical support, going on in a self-propagating cycle.   

 

To determine whether claudin-5 reduction is necessary for heart failure to occur, we would need 

to upregulate claudin-5 expression and observe whether heart failure is still possible in reaction 

to another cardiac insult.   

Significance 
 

95% of Duchenne muscular dystrophy patients exhibit cardiomyopathy, and 25% of those 

patients develop and die from end stage heart failure. This is just a small subset of patients who 

experience heart disease.  Diabetes,
 
high blood pressure,

 
and even viruses can all lead to heart 

failure.
2,16  

In fact, there are about 5 million people living in the U.S. with heart failure, with 

550,000 new cases diagnosed each year.  In addition to the physical toll this disease takes, the 
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annual cost for patient care is $29.6 billion.  Unfortunately, about 287,000 Americans die from 

heart failure every year, despite the resources dedicated to treatment.
1
 Before this devastating 

disease can be fully treatable, it must be fully understood.  Our study of claudin-5 in its novel 

role in cardiomyocytes will give us insight into a potential common pathway leading to heart 

failure.  These studies are the first step in achieving our goal of developing innovative, effective 

treatments for heart failure. 
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